Our Town' Slander Signals Zionist Hit on LaRouche

New York, Aug. 22, (NSIPS)—Today in New York City an article entitled “Nazis on the Rise,” which libeled Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. as the new Hitler, appeared on the front page of the weekly community newspaper Our Town, complete with a front-page photo of LaRouche. The article is clearly a signal to activate the assassination of LaRouche, the U.S. Labor Party chairman and a candidate for the 1980 presidential election, by Israeli Intelligence and other Zionist-connected agencies. These networks are notorious for their capability to conduct professional assassinations of targeted individuals in both Europe and the United States—invariably under the guise of “combating anti-Semitism.”

The unprecedented lies and slanders contained in the lead article and its two companion pieces can only be understood from the standpoint that the intent of the article is not reporting, but dissemination of a preconceived line as a signal for deployment of a Zionist-controlled assassin. The release of the Our Town articles coincides with an across-the-board pattern of stonewalling on the part of the New York City police department on providing LaRouche with security. This stonewalling is based on a Secret Service intervention to prevent normal protection and involves complicity on the part of the Koch administration and the New York-New Jersey Port Authority to facilitate an assassination. The publication also occurs as a top-secret meeting convenes at the Long Island summer home of legendary Zionist intelligence operative Arthur Ross, a meeting attended by the senior Senator from New York, Jacob Javits. Individuals associated with the Our Town piece as well as the Ross-Javits meeting have additionally been implicated this week in threats against scheduled speakers at an Aug. 24 upper Manhattan meeting of the New York Anti-Drug Coalition.

After U.S. Labor Party investigators preempted the release of a similar piece of slander in the front page of the New York Times, our Town weekly was selected as an accessible alternate channel for releasing the assassination order. Following a series of meetings of the Times editorial board under the direction of Seymour Topping, the project was presumably farmed out.

Our Town is associated with the New York City Upper East Side Zionist machine of the Loeb family and Roy Cohn, a machine that recently spent a great deal of “walking money” to install Marie Lambert in the position of Manhattan Surrogate Court Judge, the biggest patronage plum in the city. Roy Cohn—best known as the chief assistant to witch-hunting Senator Joe McCarthy during the 1950s—was the recent recipient of an Our Town civic award for his service as an attorney to that publication. Cohn is a shareholder in the Canadian-based Permindex trading company, exposed by New Orleans District Attorney Garrison in a 1967 grand jury as the front through which the assassination of John F. Kennedy was conducted. Permindex was founded by Canadian Zionist Major Louis Mortimer Bloomfield, former attorney for the Bronfman family.

The same Bronfman family is deeply implicated in the Our Town setup. John Loeb, Jr.—brother-in-law and New York political mentor of Edgar Bronfman—regularly employs the pages of Our Town for political “dirty tricks.” One such “trick” is a nominally political constituency group called V.O.T.E. which functions as a political containment and vote fraud vehicle for the East Side Zionist and Episcopalian machine. The recent violence against four scheduled speakers at the Anti-Drug Coalition event developed from the fact that several of those anti-drug speakers were formerly part of the V.O.T.E. operation—whose leaders are decisively in favor of widespread legalization of drugs.

The LaRouche role in advancing the work of the anti-drug effort predictably drew out the fire of the Zionist lobby, which is deeply implicated through the Bronfman’s, Max Fisher, the Jacobs brothers, Boston’s Joseph Linsey and Meyer Lansky, in every level of drug pushing and terrorism in North America. With the Zionist component of the New York liberal crowd already visibly showing signs of going crazy, and with mounting evidence that the U.S. population is not about to stand by as Israeli Intelligence enjoys carte blanche privileges to dictate American policy, the Episcopalian and related circles that bear ultimate responsibility for the “hit” order communicated through the Our Town front page may shortly find themselves as openly exposed for drugs and terrorism as their Zionist lobby associates now stand.